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Missing Lower 2s with Class I Molar  
A case involving missing lower 2s has one Townie asking, “How would you treat this crazy case?”

Introduction
Patient is 28 years old. Missing Lower 2s. Class I molar. Oversized max 1s, 3s and 4s. Bolton 

of 13.4mm excess U 3–3, 9.5mm excess U6–6. I think I’m going to have to do some digital setup 
models before starting this one. I’m guessing I will end up with extraction of max 5s and have 
to move everything back. How would you treat this crazy case? n

Yep. Upper 4s or 5s depending on the setup. n

Is the patient concerned with the asymmetry/canted incisal plane? Also, the right condyle 
is short relative to the left (as seen on the pano). I would make sure she is stable and not 
experiencing resorption or any symptoms of dysfunction before initiating treatment. If you 
extract upper 5s, you might want to place a Nance to prevent 6s from mesializing during 
space closure. n
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U5s for me, but you can get the job done with either U4s or 5s. n

She has no symptoms—the pano is distorted. It needs to be retaken. She must have had her 
head turned. 

Still training new staff on records. Pray for me. 

I agree: Full anchorage. Palatal TAD anchored to TPA would probably work even better. 
A lot of my patients get some pretty amazing epulis fissuratum-like gum growth around the 
acrylic button. n
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